Cordially Invites You to Attend the

First Semiannual
SFIS Charter Awards & Poster Jamboree

To celebrate the achievements and success of our SFIS Students!

Thursday, November 30, 2017
3:30 PM – 4:30 PM Awards Presentation
4:30 PM - 6:00 PM Student Jamboree

McCord Hall, Avnet Room
On the ASU Tempe Campus

The School for the Future of Innovation and Society is excited to recognize stellar students with our first Charter Awards and The Future is For Everyone scholarships. Through the philanthropic support of our donors on Sun Devil Giving Day, SFIS will honor students who through their academic achievements, extracurricular activities, and leadership have demonstrated the values of Access, Excellence, and Impact as outlined in the ASU Charter.

Following the awards presentation, please join us for the school-wide poster jamboree, where graduate and undergraduate students will be exhibiting their research, capstone projects, and applied projects.

Congratulations to the 2017 scholarship recipients!

SFIS Graduate Awardees
Jess Givens - MSTP
Leonard Bruce - MSTP
Marcie Jarquin - MSTP
Kristen Linzy - GTD
Megan Joyce - GTD
Amina Hajdarovic - GTD

SFIS Undergraduate Awardees
Abby Rudek - BS
JP Nelson - BS
Monique Hasburn - BA
Amelia Sodies - BS
Katherine Schauwecker - BS